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G languages form a subclass of the class of w-regular languages. The basic characterization 
of G languages as posets is presented and some semilattice structures of G languages are 
described. 
Introduction 
The notions of a G-machine and its G language (or a Gk machine and its Gk 
language) were introduced in [5] (there the terms [/cl-machine and [k]-generable 
language were employed). The paper [7] classifies G languages as a subset of the 
class of co-regular languages in the sense of Nivat [8]. It was proved [4,6] that the 
class of Gl languages which are subsets of J?” forms a lattice and some subclasses 
possessing lattice structure were found. The same properties are not preserved for 
Gk languages with k> 1. In the following posets of Gk languages are studied and 
some semilattice structures of Gk languages are investigated. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let J? be a finite nonempty set, called an alphabet. Denote by J5’* the set of all 
finite sequences of elements of 2 with the empty sequence I, by 2’” the set of all 
infinite sequences of elements of z and by .Y the set Z*UF’. Let 
w  =a0 ... a,,-, EZ*. The integer n is called the lengfh of w  and is denoted by ] w]; 
we define ]1]=0. If WEE” we define 1 WI =w. Elements of z* are words, 
elements of 2” are o-words, elements of P’ are m-words. A language (over J?) is 
any subset of Z*, an o-language (over z) is any subset of ,I?“, an m-language (over 
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Z) is any subset of J?‘. In the sequel by an alphabet of a language L we mean the 
smallest alphabet .Z such that L is a language over 2. A G machine is a quadruple 
M=(.E, H, k, S) , where Z is an alphabet, HEZ, k L 1 an integer, S is a function of 
Zk into (2zUH - (0)) (or, equivalently S c Z” x (ZUH), Dom S =Zk). In the sequel 
we use just ‘M’ or ‘G machine’. The term ‘Gk machine’ is also used to stress a fixed 
k. An output word is defined as follows: (1) a0 ... ok-, E.Zk is an output word. (2) 
If a,*** u,,,- 1 is an output word, then ao~~~a,,,~,u,,, is an output word if 
h-k ... a ,,,- , , a,,,) ES, u,,, E Z. An w-word generated by M is either an w-word 
QOQI ..a such that a0 ...ai-, is an output word for each iE {k, k+ 1, . ..} or an output 
word uo... a,,,-, such that (u,,+k ... a,,,-, , H) ES. The oo-language generated by M 
is defined by L”(M) = { w  E C”: M’ is an w-word generated by M}. An w-language 
L over Z is generuble by a G machine if L = L”(M) for some G machine M. The 
m-languages of this form are referred to as G languages (or Gk languages, stressing 
a fixed k). Denote by Gk(Z) the set of all Gk languages over Z. Given a poset (P, s), 
a subset A of P is a chain (an antichain) if every two elements of A are comparable 
(noncomparable). The length of a finite chain is card(A) - 1. P is said to be of length 
n if there is a chain of length n and all chains in P are of length in. The width 
of P is n if there is an antichain in P of n elements and all antichains in P have in 
elements. A lattice is a poset in which every pair of elements has a supremum and 
an infimum. A poset in which every pair of elements has a supremum is an upper 
semilattice. In what follows we consider posets (P, c), where c is set inclusion. If 
A c B, A #B we write A C B. We follow the custom of identifying P with the poset 
(P, 5). 
2. G languages as posets 
2.1. Proposition. (Gk, c) is a poset. 
The following Proposition 2.2 is a special case of [5, Theorem 81: 
2.2. Proposition. For a fixed k and card Z= n there holds card Gk(Z) = (2”+ ’ - 1)“‘. 
As a consequence of [5, Theorems 5,6] Corollaries 2.3, 2.4 can be established: 
2.3. Corollary. Let M’ = (Z, H, k, S’), M’= (C, H, k, S’) be Gk machines. Then 
there holds 
S’ c S2 iff L”(M’) c L”(M’). 
2.4. Corollary. Let M’ =(.Z, H, k, S’), M’= (Z, H, k, S2) be Gk machines. Then 
there holds 
S’ =S2 iff L”(M’) = L”(M’). 
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2.5. Definition. A Gk machine M= (2, H, k, S) is of type D if S is a function of Zk 
into ZUH. Put Gko(Z)= (15: L = L”(M), M is of type D}. 
2.6. Theorem. Let card J?= n. Then card Gk&Z) = (n + 1)“‘. 
Proof. Referring to Corollary 2.4, the formula is obtained by calculating the 
number of different functions S of Z” into ZUH. 
2.7. Lemma. Every Lo E Gko(Z) is a minimal element of Gk(.Z). 
Proof. The statement follows from Corollary 2.3 and the fact that S is a function. 
2.8. Lemma. Let L’, L’E Gk&), L’ +L2. Then L’, L2 are noncomparable. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.7. 
2.9. Definition. Let M= (Z, H, k, S) be a Gk machine with S=Z” x (2YU H). Then 
M, S and L = L”(M) are said to -be full and denoted by A.@“, SfU”, LrU”, respec- 
tively. 
2.10. Lemma. Lru” is the greatest element of Gk(Z). 
Proof. S C Sru” for any S, and the statement follows from Corollary 2.3. 
2.11. Theorem. Gk(Z) is of length nk+ ‘, where n =card .Z. 
Proof. Considering a chain L°C L’ C .-. CL”‘, L’ E Gk(Z) (Or ir m) with 
Lo E Gko(Z) and L”’ = L’“” applying Corollaries 2.3,2.4 we conclude that this chain 
can contain at most nk+ ’ + 1 elements. A chain L°C L’ C a.. CL’“” with card S’+ ’ = 
1 +card S’ for O~i<m contains just nk+’ + 1 elements, i:e., the length of Gk(Z) is 
nk+l 
2.12. Theorem. Gk(Z) is of width given by the formula 
“,y c (n;‘)(n;2’)--(np:k1)J (1) 
where n = card Z, nk I m I n”(n + 1) and for a fixed m the summation is carried out 
overallintegerspl,...,p,,~ withpI+--.+p,,r=m, l~piforalli~{l,...,nk}. 
Proof. Put Gk”“‘(Z) = {L: L =L”(M),M= (Z, H, k, S), ScZkx (ZUH), Dom S= 
.J?” with card S = m}, nkl m 5 n”(n + 1). Applying Corollaries 2.3,2.4 we get that 
Gk”“‘(Z) is an antichain for an arbitrary m. The number of different functions S 
with card S = /n equals 
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where the summation is carried out over pi, . . . , ~,]r as given above. Further, we 
prove that every G/c”“‘(Z) is a maximal antichain. It follows that the number given 
by formula (1) yields the width of G/c(Z). 
2.13. Theorem. For a fixed k and card Z= n, 
n”(n+ I) dOI + I) 
card Gk(Z) = c card Gk”“‘(Z) = c c 
,,I = d /1/=d 
= (,“+ ’ - 1y*, 
where the summation inside is carried out as given in Theorem 2.12. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.12. 
2.14. Proposition (Dilworth [2]). If a poset P has the property that each of iis 
subsets with p + 1 elements contains at least one pair of comparable elements, then 
P is the set-union of p chains. 
2.15. Corollary. Gk(Z) is the set-union of p chains, wherep is given by formula (1). 
3. Semilattice structores of G languages 
3.1. Theorem. (Gk(Z), c_) is an upper semilattice. 
Proof. Let L’, L’EGk(Z), L’=L”(M’), M’= (Z,H,k,S’), L’=L”(M’), M’= 
(E,H,k,S’). Put L=L”(R), $l=(,?I,H,k,S), where S=S’US”. It is to justify 
that e = supGktz, { L’, L”} to comply with the desired condition. 
3.2. Corollary. For a fixed k and alphabet Z with card Z= n the poset Gk(.Z) is a 
finite upper semilattice containing (2”+ ’ - 1)“’ elements with the full Gk language 
over Z as the greatest element and with the set Gko(Z) containing (n + 1)“’ 
elements as the set of minimal elements. 
3.3. Definition. A G machine M= (Z,H,k, S) is of type A if S c,??xZ; 
DomS=Zk. Put Gk,(Z)={L: L=L”(M), M is of type A}. 
3.4. Theorem. (GkA(Z), C) is an upper semilattice. 
Proof. Let L’, L2 E Gk, (2) and. put L = sup ok,,(x’{L’, L’}, where e is as given in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. We show that LE Gk,(Z), which completes the proof. 
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3.5. Theorem. (G/c,(Z), c ) is an upper subsemilattice oJ (G&Z), c ). 
Proof. It follows from the fact that SU~~~,,(~-{ L’, L’ } = supGkCZj{ L’, L’} = L. 
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